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Authorities find
black boxes of
crashed jetliner
VILO DO PORTO, Azores
Islands (AP) — Authorities on
Thursday found the cockpit
voice recorder of a chartered
U.S. jetliner that slammed in-
to a mountain and killed all 144
people aboard, and they
recovered the remains of all but
two of the dead.
Rescuers called off the search
for the two bodies still missing,
saying it would be impossible to
find them on' the heavily
forested slopes of Pico Alto
mountain where the jet crash,
ed Wednesday.
Antonio Alves of the Civilian
As iation Authority said it was
hoped the recorder would help
explain why the pilot steered the
Boeing 707 directly into the
mountain while trying to land
in fog. The seven-member
American crew and the 137
passengers — Italian- tourists
headed across the Atlantic to a
Caribbean vacation were
killed.
In Lisbon, Cmdr. Jose
Pastor of the aviation authori-
ty said the pilot, Capt. Leon
Dikugherty, had acknowleged
the airport control tower's
authorization of a saftey
altitude of 3,000 feet during the
landing approach,
Pastor said the plane struck
the mountain at an altitude of
about 1,700 feet .
"There was no -- repeat no
— communication of an
emergency landing request by.
the pilot," he said. Earlier
reports indicated the pilot may
have asked to make an
emergency landing.
Alves said it appeared the air-
craft had been on the proper
course to land. It was to refuel
on Santa Maria island before
Parking woes
(see CRASH gest 11)
vol. 104 as. IS
Roberta Berrien: Lack Of
support led to resignation
by Doris Rygalski
Staff Writer •
A week after Dr. Roberta Berriai's resigna-
tion, the office of the former director of the
Cutler Health Center is almost bare.
A box packed with books lies on the floor,
the shelves are empty, and the walls are bare.
Alt hoilgh staff members were surprised by
her sudden resignati In, Berrien said she could
see that things had not been going well since
the fall.
"I wouldn't do it unless 1 had to," she
said.
On Feb. 2, Berrien unexpectedly resigned
her post at the health center.
Misunderstandings arose, she said, between
herself and the administration that could not
be overcome.
"There was a lot of potential in making
things good inside (Cutler)," she said.
"Cutler was not my problem.. .my resignation
came from outside."
Berrien said her resignation stemmed from
lack of administrative and financial support.
"It came to the point where I could not
function effectively here anymore," she
said. "There was just no support."
This year has been more difficult than
photo by Scott
Ibis sign was discovered in the window of a car illegal!) parked outside o
lord Hall. Whether police belie*ed the driver remains a mystery.
most, said John Halstead, vice president of
student affairs. But he said he preferred to
look to the future.
"The major emphaals is to look forward
and to assure quality health care to the
students." he said.
Halstead said he met with the Cutler staff
and other related departments earlier this
week to !Wei to concerns tr.d thoughts regar-
ding the search for short-term and long-term
leadership.
The students and staff will be kept inform-
ed of the search for a new director, he said.
Since her arrival at the University of Maine
in 1987, Berrien says much has been ac-
complished at Cutler.
When she was hired, the immunization laws
that required students to be properly im-
munized were just being implemented, but
UMaine was not ready fikr it, she said.
"Nobody prepared for that — no data pro-
cessing, files, nothing." Berrien said. "Now
we have a program."
She also said that before her arrival, the
Women's Health Clinic and the Sport
Medicine Program were virtually nonexistent.
"Things still need to be done, but the quail- 0,
(me CARR page 61--
Students start escort
_service for night safety
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
Starting next week, University of
Maine students won't have to fear walk-
_ =ins across campus at night.. •
. Two members of Residents on Cam-
pus have come up with a systemihaf will
• provide an escort to students who want
to walk across campus but don't want
to walk alone.
Sheri Badger, president of ROC, and
Jessie Feldman are trying to acquire
solunteers who are willing to-Wescorti.
• 'Because it's volunteer, we want as
many as we can get," Badger said.
Beginning Feb. 19, the escort system
will operate Sunday through Thursday
nights from 8 p.m. to .am...
A coordinator will operate as a dispat-
cher for incoming calls to the ROC of-
lice' Escorts will be notified by pagers
to call the office to find out where-the
_ _
caller is.
'The lighting on campus is poor,"
Feldman said. "There's a lot of space
between the lights, and sidewalks curve
around trees. It's scary."
Feldman doesn't think there's a big
problem with rape on campus. The pro-
blem, she says, is when a woman is
drunk at a party, for example, and is
escorted home by a drunk man.
-
^
-
Feldman said escorts will be screened
and interviewed carefully and must have
a recommendation_ from an RA,. an
R.D. or a faculty member.
. "We're trying to weed the ques-
tionable people out," she said.
Along with the pagers, escorts will
also -carry photo identification and
flashlights.
So far, Feldman said at least 40
members have signed up.
"We've had a good response from
fraternities," she said.
On Friday and Saturday nights. the__
escort system will not be operating.
Feldman said on these nights, students
can use the Late Night Local to get to
their destinations.
"Someday we will expand this,"
she said. "ru definitely work -toward
getting more people to be brought to
more places-quicker.
Feldmansiddiescoriiirill
but she is hoping the system will be suc-
cessful enough so that funds become
available to provide payment to them.
"This is the only campus I know
where we have escorts who are
volunteers," she said.
The coordinators are paid, however,
because of the amount of time they must
devote to manning the phones while the
(ale.ESCORT page 11
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DENEfit the P4flaiNeCimpten Of
The Amenicari CaNcen Society
The Marathon will be at the Unnority ot Main Fieldhouse on
Fcbtisarv II Tr-089.
Any organization, dormitory . tratemnv. soronty. or indiyiduals ma
enter a team made up ot 2.to 10 runners each running I mile per turn.
Donations to be collected as pledges per tusk that the entire team now"
es awarded for most miles nun and =Old money ratted
Pick up your entry blanks at the Office of Sti_k_fent or_ at
FIJI House $50.00-ow-foo-por-annt.
For more information call Marathon Chairman Mike Kennedy at
S664485 or 58 I 4 1 -'3
Enter your team today and start training!
AUNT DAN
AND
ILEMONN
a play by Wallace Shawn
•
February 8-11 at 8 pm
Pavilion Theatre
A Maine Masque Production
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News Briefs
Auburn-1=We attempts suicide
AUBURN, Maine (AP) —
Another inmate attempted suicide
Thursday at the Androscoggin Coun-
ty Jail, an overcrowded and
understaffed facility that has seen a
rash of suicudes and-attemps in the
last ii months.
[)as id Walker, 25. strung a bed-
sheet around his neck M thc shower
area of the jai! around 8 a.", but
was found, apparently seconds later,
by j.ail guards who cut him dovin and
revived him, Sheriff Ronald Gagnon
Gagnon said the incident occurred
while the jail's other inmates *crest
:break fast.
Walker was taken to St. Mary's
 Hospital in_Lewiston for treatment.
While there, the sheriff said Walker
-expressed discontent with his attorney
and the court system.
Until his suicide attempt. Walker
gave no indication that he was
suicidal, said Gagnon, who added
that he suspected that Walker at-
tempted hanging as an "attention
getter."
Jail officials declined to say why
Walker was incarcerated or how long
he had been in the jail.
Walker hid in the shower while jail
guards took the other prisoners to
breakfast. Gagnon
Walker's .five celfmates knew he
stayed behind, but apparently did not
know he was going to attempt
'uicide.
Since last march, at least three
other inmates hat attempted suicide
and four others .bave killed
themselves at the overFrowded and
understaffed jail.
The 19-year-old jail Ins designed
to house 30 inmates. but on any given
day there are twice that many.
prisoners. An $8.9 million, 92-bed
jail designed to relieve overcrowding
will not be completed until 1990 or
1991.
 
 Belch costs man his license
_
CONCORD. N.H. (AP) — New
Hampshire's Supreme Court isn't
quite sure when a burp is illegal, but
should have an answer in the next few
weeks.
The high court is deciding when a
belch is intentional and willful,
especially when it wrecks results of a
breath-alcohol test gisen to a
suspected drunk driser.
The case involved James Jordan of
Nashua, who lost his license last
spring when he burped during a
Breathalyzer test. He maintains he
didn't mean to belch, even tried to
hold back, but his two burps cost him
his license.
Jordan burped during a
Breathalyzer test in April in Derry
and police determined he had tried to
upset the test results and took his
license away.
Breathalyzer results are skewed by
burping, which contaminates the
mouth with alcohol from the
stomach
5,000 threatening letters sent to Fox
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Michael
J. Fox received 5,000 threatening let-
ters from a woman who was upset he
--got married, a district attorney in-
vestigator said Thursday.
Tina Marie Ledbetter, 26, was ar-
rested in Westlake Village last week
but was released after posting
$100,000 bail, said the investigator,
Gary Schram. Ledbetter faces a
possible charge of making terrorist
threats, officials said
Fox. 27, who won two Emmys for
his portrayal of the insufferable con-
sets ative son of liberal parents on the
NBC series "Family Ties." married
his former co-star on the show, ac-
tress Tracy Pollan, last July. They are
expecting their first child.
Fox began receiving unsigned let,-
ters last February and the continued
after his marriage, sail Al Alberptc,
spokesman for the Los Angeles
County district attorney's office.
'The letters threatened the lives of
Fox, his wife and their yet-io-be-born
child. "Albiijite said.
Appeals court continues North trial
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
federal appeals court today cleared
the *ay for Oliver North's Iran-
Contra trial to resume, dissolving a-
-
temporary halt ia proceedings it had
issued earlier in the day.
In a one-sentence order, the,U.S.
Court of Appeals said that k -was
allowing the trial to go ahead for
 basically the same reasons given
earlier today by U.S. District Judge
Gerhard A. Gesell.
The appeals court had initially
.issued an administrative stay, halting
-all proceedings, after the Justice
Departmeni, acting on behalf of U.S.
intelligence agencies, said more
stringent controls are needed over
classified material North intends to
present in his defense
Gesell had sent the jury home un-
til next week until the appeals pa
ruled.
The Justice Department had ask-
ed foe halt in the trial pending the
outcome of the appeal. The depart- .
ment said, it was making the motion
"because,„ of the national security'
equities involved and the highly sen-
sitive classified information that may
be compromised if this case is permit-
ted to proceed to trial without correc-
tion of the procedures that the district.
court proposes to employ."
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Sexual myths must change, psychologist says
Zilbergeld: Males need to express emotions to
b) Ste% e MillanC#
Staff Writer
•
There are many .steteotypiCsta
about male sexuality that need til,be put
to rest before men and women can have
meaningful sexual relationships, clinical
psychologist Bernie Zilbergeld told a
Neville Hall audience Wednesday nighf:
"It wasn't too long ago that WC
thought that women's sexuality was
*hat we should be talking \about.-
Zilbergeld said.
Soc'ety has seemingly developed an
"undastanding and-Atynipathy for
women," but men have not been
-allowed to show their feelings.
"In the last 20 years. things have
changed." he said. People are beginn-
ing to realize that -men, as much as
women, are products of (their) upbring-
ing."
The typitalsnale sexual starior,pe' can
be changed it men learn to throw off
some of the '.*_chains that bind them."
A lot of the training that males receive
when they we young is basically
negative, Zilbergeld said. This training
rcults in one of the first myths on which
he focused his discussion.
Young males, he said, are often
ensure meaningful. sexual relationships with women
This learned behavior Carries on into willingness to share feelings."
adulthood and men tend to have-goo. Taking a condom from his pocket and
ble in areas such as caring and weakness, unrolling it in his hands, Zilbergeld
- 
hsaid._ 
-warned the audience of the risks
.-"Men suffer from social constipa- associced with an active sex life.
t ion. " 
"Sex has always been a risky activi-
The realities are "that men have as ty , but the ante has been upped con-
many feelings as women... (and) women siderably," because of the threat of
want men to express themselves," he AIDS, he said.
said. If the University of Maine is a
The myths about male sexuality often "typical" college campus, at least 20
lead to communication problems bet- percent of the ctudentt gre infected with
ween partners which, in turn, may one of the major venerial diseases, he
hamper the couple's intimate
relationship.
"Men and women hase differing
definitions of intimacy," Zilbergeld
said. "Women focus on words,"
while men tend to more action oriented.
Bernie Zilbergeld
...'Talking leads to better sex.'
taught that they should not express their
• feelings. ,6 little boy growing up is told--
the word thing to do actlike a girl.
One oUthe amain things women do is ex-
press their feelings, but "the worst in-
sult you can give a boy of 6 or 7 years
old is call him a sissy," Zilbergeld
said.
`Nude Olympics' chilled
by police at Purdue U.
(CPS) — Purdue University's annual
"Nude Olympics," perhaps the last
vestige of the college streaking fad-of the
mid-1970s, this year resulted in the ar-
rest of two students and the possibility
that four others could be expelled.
Once seen by Purdue administrators
as a harmless event, the "Nude Olyni-
pact." a .winter tradition since the
mid- l95(, has come increasingly Under
fire in recent yeast.
"There're the problems Of cold,
related injuned, of alcohol abuse and
the problem a_bability„!imicrurdue
Director of University Relations Joseph
Bennett. "Because of that , sve tried to
control "
Bennett reported the "Nude Olym-
pics" was born sometime in the mid.
'50s. when a.student who lived in the
Cary Quadrandle — a student dor-
mitof-Y complex enclosed by four large
buildings — "ran nude on ,a cold night
across the quad. lt became an
underground annual activity." —
"Because the event was spontaneous
and small, the,university felt it couldn't
do anything about it," Bennett said.
"It was seen as harmless."
But by the early 1980s, Bennett con-
tinued, "it got organized," and
thousands of students gathered at Cary
Quad to.drink and watch or participate.
Because of the potential for injury and
univerity liability grew as the event
mushroomed, Bennett said, Purdue of-
ficials were forced to control the event.
Several students completed a nude lap
or two around the quad Jan. 21, Ben-
nett said, but fise others who attemp-
ted to strip and run were foiled by cam-
pus police on the scene.
One student was charged with public
indecency and public intoxication, while
another was charged with pt.blic intox-
ication and resisting arrest. Four others.
face diciplinary measures ranging from
probation to etpultion._ 
Dorm residents who participated in
the copal also face exile from student 
housing.
"Some consider it good clean fun, but
we let it get out of hand," Bennett
said. "It's not something we're proud
of, but it is something we have to deal
with."
Got s problem?
---11hrie OW
Write a letter to
 
 -The, Daily "
Maine Campus,
Suite 7A
Lord Hall.
r
Often, men
woman's need for reassurance and
sometimes women can't understand why
men aren't more forthcoming, he said, 
don't understand a
"There's nothing wrong with talking
and there's nothing wrong with doing.
They're both crucial."
There is a great deal for couples to
learn about sex, Zilbergeld said.
"Learning requires openess and a
said. 
"Protect 'yourself and your life,"
Zilbergeld said. "Talking leads to bet-
ter (and safer) sex."
Zilbergeld defined good sex as being
when "you feel good about yourself.
your partner and what you did.n.la
this model, he said, there are no losers,
only winners__
Zilberfeld said that breaking the
- myths about male sexuality is essential
If partners are to maintain a healthy sex-
ual relationship.
"A real man is a thinking, feeling,
talking, acting human being, who hap-
pens to be mate, exploring and develop-
ing himself as he sees fit."
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Guangzhou: A city, where old meets new.
- - _
k
_ • _1 ,
by Jeff Danziger
The Christian Science Monitor
Two miles down the road—Niel
Peoples' Duck Farm No. 342, the bus —.—
engine stops without permission. Our
driver orders everyone out and we stand
on the side of the road in China while
the rest of the traffic bumps by oblivious
to our fate.
Our guide, the solicipus Liu, smites
his brow. He is very serious about this
guide business, but things haven't been
going well today. He lost two of the
passengers this morning. Then it turn-
ed out he had two French sisters along.
and he spoke no French. And now the
os poops out ere ST1 f mites rom our
destination of Guangzhou (Canton). I
fest Liu may. be losing it again, so I
-engage him in conversation.
"Maybe we should have taken
--
bicycles."
Badinage sometimes calms the tensest-.
__Chinese guide.
"In Guangzhou you will see bicycle
jam " he says, "Have you ever seen
bicycle jam?"
"Now that you ask, no."
"Yes, we have millions of bicycles in
Guangzhou."
"We have 7 million people and 6
million bicycles in Guangzhou."
"Really?"
"Soon we viill have cars."
"Good Lord ... I mean, how nice
Tractor veliick of choice
For now the Chinese vehicle of choice
in the countryside is a two-cylinder
diesel rider tractor, like a much larger
 1
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A factory building and sign I. the "Special Economic Zones." Wars there are
about a quarter of the wage in Hong Kong. Most Wiliam are epty.
Gravely tractor, costing the equivalent No one knows. Liu explains that
of SIAM American. Made in China,' when the vegetables are ripe they must
they are put to all sorts of uses, much be protected. And even though the
like the Moclel T ford was wben catb_e_farmers don't_live _ out by _their
Out.
There are, as far as 1 can determine,
three models.
Newer ones have headlights and seats.
and radiators. But the older ones are of
a design that goes way back, with cool-
ing systems like the one-lung gasoline
engines of the 1920s. There is a reser-
voir of water on the top of the engine.
When it boils away, you stop and fill it
up again. The overall impression is one
of a tea kettle on three wheels, with a
man hanging on for dear life. These
tractors can till the fields and take the
produce to market, and from the looks
of most of them, they earn their keep.
"You sec these little houses in the
farm fields?" Liu asks. "Do you know
why they are there?"
-•-"•-•-•:•..•-•..-•••••"C'Z's..-•-•"\--"•-"
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Maine Center kit the Arts
vegetables, they have to stand guard at
night against— wandering vegetable
thieves who are displaced Vietnamese,
stranded in south China. They are at a
serious disadvantage, since they have no
language and the government has made
little effort to. assimilate them. They are
not liked by the •Chinese. The Viet-
namese have had a hard century.
Once the bus engine is fixed (probably
a clot of duck feathers .1117161 - air
cleaner), vie go merrily _Oa to
Guangzhou'''. —
"Soon we will stop for midday
meal," Liu announces. "This will be
in a state-restaurant run by the govern-
ment.
So you do not have to svorryc•--Yon-am
eat anything."
The French sisters sit next to me dur-
ing the meal and despite Liu's promise,
we wonder about some of the food.
There are chicken feet fried in batter,
and there Are sauteed strips of tripe.
They look at me for guidance.
"Uh urn ... pas mange "
Which isn't very good French, but it
stets the messaue across and they pass.
Liu says that the government's
population control is in trouble. If a
family has more than the allowed one
-- child they must pay a tax of 1,500 yuan
on each additional child. The trouble is
that this is a nationally applied. figure.
A
' .14".
or"
if 4,
It's a lot of money in northern China,
where the income is low. But in south
China, 1,500 yuan isn't that much for • _..
those farmers who are now • enjoying —
prosperity like they've never seen
before. Many are willing to pay the tax
for the additional child.
"The population goal by year 2000 is1.2 billion," Liu says. "But there is a
problem: There's already 1.2 billion."
The outskirts of Guangzhou are in
total confusion with the squalor and
open-air business of all third
-world,
cities New roads arc being built, and the
earth is a shocking re q where the
machinery has cut into it. Traffic Jams
up and the air is foul with diesel fumes.
Prosperity in Guangzhou
I'm pleased when we finally stop to
begin the walking part of the tour./ 
Guangzhou, one of the largest cities
in China, is a southern city, relaxed,
with a decidely epicurean approach to
life. It has been allowed to run itself in
recent years, and it has prospered.
There's money here now and a hous-
ing shortage. There is constant
construction.
On some buildings the Japanese
manufacturers hase been permitted to
erect advertising signs. Not very man),
but still more than you'd expect in a
controlled economy. There's a Mattel
toy factory going full blast. The streets
are clean in the center of the city, swept
by an army of women with brooms We
visit the Guangzhou Zoo.
The big draw of the Guangzhou Zoo
is, by government fiat, the pandas, and
we are hustled over for a peek. Nothing
doing. The pandas are well inside their
cage and aren't coming out.
In the afternoon, the bicycle traffic
reaches its worst. In the intersections
there actually are bicycle jams. At
slower speeds, naturally, no one can re-
main seated and .t streets are masses
of people pushing bicycles. Old women
struggle in the mix with children trying
to get home from school. No one pays
am, attention to !Wittig:lied woesieLes,
whose speed is thus reduced to a walk.
But from the window of our tour bin,
if you can catch anyone'sem,  a. warm.,
wat'or Lae uitai
around the world. Liu tens us that, even
though most of the traffic is by bike,
there is still, on aserage, one traffic
fatality ever) day in Guangzhou.
At the Guangzhou train station we get
our tickets for the train back, which in-
cludes dinner The train cars arc large,
and 1 suspect of a prewar European
design_ This is the evening train, the last
one back to Hong Kong.
it occurs tome 
 that the average
American's view of China is about as
murky at mine is looking'out this train
The light of collectivismhas
failed, the light of Leninism burns dim-
mer with each succeeding Chinese
leader, and the self-lit torch of common
sense is about the only thing left.
Where they used to have Mao's
thoughts, they now have inflation and
regional inequalities to deal with.
They have corruption and short -
sightednest *ace to control.
They have Japanese and Taiwanese
companies prowling at the gates, hungryfor cheap labor. They. have 1.2 billion
people to feed, and more every day.
The train carries us back to the crazybut predictable capitalism of HongKong.
But where the rest of China is head-
ed still waits for tomorrow morning.
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Tower_nomination
Democrats
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Democrats
said Thursday that Defense Secretary -
designate John Tower's nomination will
rise or fall on the answers to outstanding
questions. Republicans rallied to
Tower's side, one complaining of a
"feeding frenzy". of allegations. •
Sen. Sam Nunn. the Armed Services
Committee chairman who has said he
would formally oppose the nomination
if a vote were held now, said "he'd be
ready to work with Tower if the confir-
mation goes through, no matter how he
himself voted.
However, Nunn, 13-Ga., also said:
"There are questions that still have not
been answered to my e_afisfaction, I do
not foreclose the possibility that there
may be satisfactory answers ... but I
have not received them yet."
Nunn has delayed a committee Note
'
•
say outstanding questions key
• 
•
on the nomination at least until Feb. 21
- the Senate will be in recess until then.'
— so the FBI can review allegations sfH
a financial nature against the forme*r.-
_
Texas senator. Other questions involve
Tower's use of alcohol, Nunn said.
His position was echoed by several
other Democrats on the 20-member._,
Armed Services Committee which
Tower once headed.
One of them, Sen. Timothy Wirth, D-
cr4o., said, "I told Sen. Nunn that my
instincts are very much like his; if the
vote were held tomorrow, I could not
vote for Sen. Tower."
Republicans,, meanwhile, hurried to
Tower's defense.
"What bothers mc is there is a feeding
frenzy here." said Sen. Trent Lott, R-
Miss. "I am worried that we begin to
judge this nomination on the weight of
the allegations instead of the weight of
the evidence ... Ninety-eight percent of
this stuff is totally unfois,_7__ _
Republican Sens. Pete Wilson of
ralifornia. Malcolm Wallop of Wyom-
ing and John McCain of Arizona also
commented in favor of Tower.
The White House pressed Vice Presi-
dent Dan Quayle into service, telephon-
ing senators on Tower's behalf.
Dasid Beckwith, Quayle's
spokesman, said the vice president, a
former member of the committee, call-
ed about a half-dozen members from
each party to "assure the senators that
(President) Bush was standing behind"
his nominee.
The FBI's background inquiry centers
on contributions to one of Tower's
Senate campaigns by a defense contrac-
tor now under investigation in the Pen-
tagon procurement probe, code-named
"Operation „Ill Wind," according to
an administrait official who spoke on
the condition h remain anonymous.
But the official said there is no
evidence of wrongdoing by Tower.
Records on file at the Federal Election
Commission show that in June 1983
Tower received a $500 campaign con-
tribution from Charles F. Gardner, a
retired Unisys Corp. employee under in-
vestigation in Wind," an in-
vestigation of alleged corruption in the
Pentagon's $ I 50-billion-a-year purchas-
ing system.
Gardner's donations to the Tower
campaign were within the Si ,000 limit
for individual contributions. Telephone
calls to Gardner's home were
unanswered Thursday.
Bureauerats hurting -Soviet reforms, story says
MOSCOW (AP) " ntrX CiaSS " of
Communist Party and government
bureaucrats is sabotaging President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev's reforms, and
the Soviet leadership is unable to com-
bat it, a daring magazine article says.
Direct criticism of Gorbaches's
reform has remained largely off limits,
despite his policy of greater openncess
in society. But Sergei Y. Andreyev's ar-
._ tick in the Leningrad monthly Neva is
one of the harshest and most detailed at-
tacks yet on the communist system and
Gorbachev's policies.
The party general secretary — the
post Gorbachev holds along with the
presidency — remains "an inaccessible
and exemplary figure" and his attempt
to make the system democratic still
leaves the people politically powerless,._
Andreyev wrote. '
"All decisions of the upper pones
are carried out only to_lha,eiteat that
they are advantageOut to the new
class," Andreyev said irrAlse- 28-page
essay in the January issue of the literary
a is head-
norning.
and political niasat_ine.
He said the new class is a "produc-
tion and managerial apparatus" of 14
million party bureaucrats, government
ministers and managers.
Gorbachev himself has launched a
war on bureaucrats who interfere in day-
to-day decisions about production and
has tried to transfer some of their power
to local offices and factory managers.
He often blames bureaucrats for the
slow pace of reform.
But Andreyes said Gorbachev hasn't
gone far enough and that the new class
controls the government and party.
"But the Soviet (government) and
party organs have turned out to be
subordinate to its interests:" he said,
adding that the model government of
the people has been replaced by the
"dictate of the new class."
Andreyev, 34, is a biologist and plant
director who said he represents a new
political club called "Alternative." He
mocks the party's claim-Of-popular sup-
port and uses "gensec" in referring to
Frank Sinatra
Laurence Harvey
Janet Leigh
The Manckwian Canddate
- Sunday Movie
2s I • February 12
101 Neville Hall
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the general secretary. The abbreviations
may be used in colloquial speech but
isn't seen in the state-run press.
Andreyev's use of the term "new
class" appeared to be a reference to
Milovan Djilas' book "Tbe New
Class," which criticized the Com-
munist system. The Yugoslav politician
and writer, who broke with Yugoslavia's
leadership, said in the 1957 book that
the Communist system had produced a
new class of privileged leaders instead
of a classless society.
The new class, Andreyes wrote, is
largely responsible for the lack of ma-
jor improvements in the Soviet economy
and for impediments to democracy that
have arisen since Gorbachcs came to
power in March 1985 and the next
month launched his program of reforms
known as "perestroika."
He said politicians no longer tell the
producers what to do, but that "new
class" uses party bodies to gise orders
to the society. _ _
Perestroika is moving slowly tiOt
because of some mysterious forces, but
because of the "well-organized
sabotage," he wrote.
Some Soviets have written letters to
the editor claiming factory managers
and others are sabotaging Gorbachev's
reforms by witholding food and con-
sumer goods from store shelves.
This Professor Has
Bugs in His Computer
(But, he wants them There!
•
Professor Frank Drummond
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Unfair trial jj 
America has always prided itself on itsdemocratic government and justice system. Theright for a trial by one's peers and to innocent
until proven guilty is part of that system. The right to
an appeal is also reserved. .
Then, why has the University of Maine decided to
suddeniy alter what the forefathers of this country.
fought so hard for?
This refers to the mismanagement of the hearings per•
tainig to some of _UMaine's greek organizations.
Granted, a few were caught in conducting illegal ac-
tivities and deserved punishment for them. But, a fair
trial is to follow by law.
So, why did University of Maine Conduct Officer Bill
• 'Kennedy serve as everything but the defendant in Beta
Theta Pi's recent hearing?
The Constitution states that everyone is entitled to a
trial by their pcert Also, each witness that the prosecu-
tion (mils, the defense is allowed to croas-examine and
vice versa.
So, why was Mr. Kennedy allowed to testify at the
appeal for the prosecution and then the defense was not
allowed to cross-examine him?
It cannot be a fair trial if only one individual serves
as the prosecuter, then gives out the verdict and
sentence.
There is no court in this country that would alio*
this behavior and call it justice.
The forefathers of this country came to America to
escape such things. When they had won their in-
dependence. the judicial system was set up with checks
and balances. These acted as safeguards so no one per-
son could control the entire system.
As conduct officer. Mr. Kennedy has the tough job
of reprimanding individuals who have not followed the
rules. But, when a hearing is set up, the law should be
followed. i.
-- - Whether these greeks did or did not do what they are
aecused of is not the issue. They are innocent UNTIL
proven guilty at a fair trail of their peers.
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Action Brand vs. Robitussin
I'm sick. Physically sick.
The kind of sick that involves
every functioning portion of
my body. I can't see, I can't
smell. I can't breathe, and,
much to the relief of most peo-
ple. I can't talk.
However, I can write. It
hurts to do it, but I cars write.
So you'll have to suffeit
this little exercise about rinsed
my illness.
I'm not exactly sure what it
is I have, but I think it's
dysentery complicated by bron-
chitis and whooping cough.
Essentially, it makes me want
to expell my lungs from my
chest cavity and regurgitate all
foodstuffs I might attempt to
intake.
This, of course, is immaterial
as far as my news professor is
concerned.
"The public doesn't care,
Doug." he tells me.
"Well, Bob, that's because
they don't have the vile disease-
I have."
"Exactly.,_:' he replied.
"And I dots% care, either. Get
out there and--get --some
, news."
With compassion like :that,
you can see how it is I am kept
motivated.
In any event, this cold has me
pretty bad off. I'm on esery
sort of narcotic known to man,
and they're affecting me.
You see, after I had diagnos-
ed my problem, I went locking
for a magic elixir which would
cure my complicated dysentery.
And, of course, I went to the
one place in the world where
such a thing would be sold :—
LaVerdiere's on Mill Street.
Well, they didn't have the
magic dysentery-curing elixir.
They did have some nice col-
Doug Vandervielde
.1
swallowing was a S3.48 price
difference.
So. I got home with the
medicine and took it out of the
box.
I gave the instructions a 10011- •
ing over. "Adults di children 12
and over...two teaspoons every
,four...boursit said. 
 
Well, I bate a_peoblem with
that. 
-
If two teaspoons are enough
for an anemic I2-year-old girl
t•eh,"'s four-foot c.ven arts;
weighs 70 pounds, then I'm go-
ing to need just a bit more.
So, I took the cap off- the
bottle, put it to my lips, and
swigged away.
Now, I have drunk my fair
share of cough syrup before as
SO. I had
 to settle with coughchild. And you would-think
medicine. To be exact, I was the horrific memories of justlooking for an expectorant those two little teaspoons I us-decongestant antihistamine cd to take *hen I weighed 70
c o uygohu see uppressant,you  hav e.
to kaow would have been when-Uwes
• pounds (which. by the. way,
these terms so you can find the. about three) would have caus
"Valu-time" brand cough ed enough emotional trauma to
m cine that is the same thing
as R bitussin, but one-third the
price.
And, sure enough, there was
the "Action Brand" expec-
torant decongestant an-
tihistamine cough suppressant.
. Only S2.69 for 8 fluid ounces,
as opposed to S6. 17 for the
-same measure of Robitussin. It
seemed like a bargain to me, so -
I went for it.
tourse, Trorgot to Tictor
into this economic equation one
—certain intangible.. the fact that
had forgotten what cough
- medicine tastes like.
You see, the Robitussin was
the "New Easy-to-Swallow"
-kind. But, at the time I was pur-
chasing the cough medicine, the
only thing I was having trouble
andcrs and a plastic lobster
glued to tree bark that said
"I've Been To Maine" on it,
but magic elixir? No.
present me from swigging assay
on a bottle of "Action Brand"
expectorant decongestant an-
tihistamine cough suppressant.
But N000000001
Sure enough, 1-swigged
away, and, the second I stop-
ped, I realized *hat I had done
wrong.
I-proceeded to gack, wheeze,
choke. and vomit for about
• four minutes, until my  _zoom-
.
mate Dave managed to pour a
cup of water down my throat.
"Thanks, Dave," I said.
"Hey, don't mention it,"
he said.
Doug Panderweide is a
junior broadcast news major'
who is yet to receive any com-
pliments on his evemplary
writing
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Tenure
To the :editor:
"No tenure, no job" was the
heading you gave to my room-
mate's letter (2/8/89) which
quoted Dr. Knight as saying,
"Sometimes the very finest
=hers are let go ... when they
fail to devote ts much time to
le-search and publishing as their
tenured colleagues."
Theiriplication of your cap-
tion is that all teachers should
he tenured so that they cannot
be fired for their excellence.
If these "very fine_
teacheW.-7were so great why
didn't their secure, tenured col-
leagues launch a brilliant pro-
test for reinstatement? Pro-
fessorial jealousy of the social-
ly withdrawn intellect would
seem to be the most obvious
answer.
Tenured professors have
been given license to indulge in
the unlimited intellectual
masturbation of research and •
writing. To such withdrawn
separatist souls the vision of a
beloved teacher surrounded by
his/her inspired students must
be an awesome spectacle.
-1-cin hear them thinking,
"He deserves joblessness if he's
pig to spend his time socializ-
ing Is, popularity contest. The
GSS 
students will learn more if
they'll just read my books.
They don't need teachers except
to give assignments and ex-
a— ,,
1 may be wrong about their
thinking, because masturbation
Is an expression of love-
thoughts: thoughts of relating
to Other people, and, or
thoughts of self-esteem. 0.k.,
I retract thc above possibility of
jealousy and replace it with the
suggestion that tenure induces
a state of amused and playful
st.---Oinimmation-01 the survival
the unfittest. Again, right or
wrong, I can hear the tenured
thinking, "I've got Mine; you
get yours. You'll learn the
tricks ill let you suffer for your
-mistakes." An old Chinese pro-
verb says, "Pain makes man
think; thinking makes man
. wise; and wisdom makes life
endurable." The goal of my
life, my good friend, is tenure.
Don't buck the system; forget
the students; write a book; and
join the Tenure Club."
No thanks! The nature of
tenure is anti-union. If Earth is
a single, living organism, wart
teachers and students.
Elizabeth Evans
Bangor
elections
To tbe editor: -
Aren't election campaigns
fascinating?
Hundreds of crumpled, mud-
died flyers are
residence and lecture hall flows
everywhere, but has anyone-
stopped to read them? I'm
especially intrigued by the ones
with the sailboats. In fact, I
love those damh sailboats.
Thank you Royce and Clyde
(Or is it Clyde and Royce?) for
making my day.
The innovative "sailboat"
concept isn't all these two
gentlemen are responsible tor.
They have consistently com-
plained about how the current
senators do their jobs, corn-
- -plained about the way Jon Bach
(who has provided the 'campus
with succinct, insightful articles
all year) writes, and Lomplain-
ed about his opponent's cam-
paign strategies. When asked
what their plans are (if elected),
these two gentlemen babble
about "motivating people,"
making "students believe."
and striving "to make the
G.S.S. active and ap-
proachable." I want to know
how they plan to do this. The
currant G.S.S. officers have
beeli The most capable campus
leaders in the past four years -
what do you two gentlemen
know that they don't? Give us
more substance, gentlemen.
You've got the style; we can see
it in those wacky little sailboats.
Sm000000th
You say you're qualified for
office.
-You say you're legitimate.
You say you've got leadership
experience because you're Ox-
ford D.G.B. officers. Maybe I
missed something here, but the
last time I looked there were
over 10.000 UMaine students
that weren't a part oldie Ox-
ford D.G.B. Are you sure you
want to dO this? .
Albers -and Mr: Arm-
strong, since you obviously like
lo write letters to, this piper, sit
down, take-your time, and this-
time write a good one. Give the
students "how's", not,
"what's", and don't complain
so much. You don't even have
to sign it, just include one of
those cute little sailboats and
everyone will know who it is.
bod
Mike Janosco
Oak Hall
_-•••••jpi•••••••••••••- -
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Sexist language
To the editor:
I was extremely distressed by
Richard Blanke's guest column
explaining why the use of non-
sexist language in the classroom
is an infringement on his rights.
The first thing that Mr. Blanke
explains to his presumably
unenlightened readers is that
sexism (when he Fulani found
a definition of it) means
"economic exploitation or
social domination," and that
in no way is language included
in this definition.
What he apparently fails to
understand is that sexist
language is a form of social
Ac.rnination. By using gender-
exclusive language, such as
describing 2 hiscinAve
as "he" instead of "he or
she," women are made to feel.
unincluded, thereby reinforcing
the generally chauvinistic
socialization pattern that this
country is just beginning to
grow ouvif. I recently learned
of a survey that was conducted
where students were asked to
respond to a passage in which
"she" was used to mean
"everybody." Men were
Mort
ful and left out, while women
felt powerful and proud.
_ 
Gender-exclusive language
does have some ramifications
atter all.
Mr. Blanke goes- on to say
that while feminism is embrac-
ed by as.many men as women
in academia, in society at large
it is "rejected by more women
than support it." I think Mr.
Blanke is thoroughly wrong in with the feeding.' As I said
this, and I think this is because before, we just want the rights_
Mr. Blanke simply does not—that men in this society take forknow what feminism maim granted. Apparently% though,
Mr. Blanke feels that we are 
 _
—ing "uppity" by asking for
something as outrageous as
equality to men.
I was highly offended by Mr.
Blankc's opinion that ad-
ministrative positions for
According to Webster's.'
feminism is "Theory and ad-
vocacy of the equality of the
sexes through the advancement
of social, political, and
economic status of women."
Equality, not superiority., as
most people who are afraid of  wane* must by nature , be
feminism seem to think. And -superfluous, since women °b-
yes, I am a feminist. Is it wrong viously could not handle the
for me to want to be paid as "strain" of real administrative
much as a man who does the duties. This is completely un-
same job I do? Is it wrong to' true.
wish to be considered capable There are many women in
of performing "men's" tasks 'stressful positions who are
such as running a business or handling them beautifull-y; two
flying 747's? that come to mind immediate-
Mr. Blankc also states that ly iiit iistronaut Sally Icicle anci
ate "normal" women arc not Congresswoman Olympia
bothered by sexist language, Snowe.
• and that those who are offend-- Mr. Blanke states that he
ed are "androgynous sour- believes his position is shared
pusses." "by the great majority of facul-
Well, Mr. Blanke, since you ty here." In the great majori-
are not and presumably never ty of the classes I have taken
have been a woman, you never --here since my arrival in the fall
knew what it was like to sit in of 1986, my professors have us-
classrooms in elementary and ed gender-inclusive language
high school and hear doctors, ...willingly and have never seem-
politicians and engineers refer- ed unduly put out by the extra
red AteAsilte," and to havir7COuple of seconds that "...or
she" adds to a sentence. Of
course, since the majority of
my classes have been in the
English and Sociology depart-
ments, it could just be that
these professors are more
enlightened to the fact that
humanity includes women as
well as men.
teachers who thought that nice
handwriting and keepingiyour -
,clothes clean were more idipor-
tant than being able to clO long
division. If you knew how-these
things felt, you would not have
offered this community your
diatribe against gender-
inclusive language.
Mr. Blanke likens feminists
to Hitler - "their appetites grow Janea Kelley
Am
r interested in writing a guest column?
Contact the Daily Maine Campus. '
L.
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
 (Coadstsed from page 1)
ty of the health Center has been,
upgraded .significsattly.."-- Berrien
— -
Ann Sig, f o4ier assistant
director for nursing Lltn d inService
education, agreed. 1/4
Sossong said she rerignedlast fail
as a result of a communication and
cooperation problem. but she touted
Berrien's "vision" andimplementa-
tion of new programs.
"She needs to belkredited,"
Sossong said. "There ,.were man)
good changes and many things that
needed to be done and she did
them:"
Had it not been -for thc
"philosophical" differences in
management styles, Sossong said she 
would have stayed. be
"Cutler is a good health care facili-
ty." she said, "it could serve to be 1
a model for the nation." de
Although Eierria...n has resigned as
director of Cutler. she will be stay-
ing on until June 30 as a consulting
physician. '
Her plansAtte that date, she said, .an
are tentative., fre
"I've got a lot of time to think I
about that.''-alie said. "I do know
I'm stayingin Maine." Nil
 the
21I-
Ms
sic
the
ort
 (continued from guy 1)
escorts are-Tree to Wherever they
want.
Residential Life has paid for all the
expenses incurred so far.
Feldman said the system will only
run weeknights, but is hoping it
won't stay that way as long as enough
people are interested.
"If it helps_one personjes_worth
it." Feldman said.
Crash
icontinued i rom page I
continuing on to the Dominican
Alves- said _tIte_cockpit voice
_ recorder hadbeartecovered, but the
flight data 'recorder, which contains
• information on-the aircraft's flight
r parameters, had not yet been found.
Members of a six-man team from
---the LS: National Transportation
Saftey Board ..including represeti-
' tatives of Boeing and the Federal
Aviation Administratior., were ex
pected to arrive to help with the
 investigation.
The jet was owned by Independent
Air Carp. of Sm)rna_Tenn., which
was expected to send representatives
to Lisbon for talks with aviation
officials.
The 20-year-old jetliner had a
relatively low number of flight hours
and no history of serious problems,
company president Al. Pittman
said. The craft, one of.-two Boeing
107s the company owned, had logg-
ed 12,500 cycles, or takeoffs and lan-
dings. and fewer than 50,000 hours
in the air.
_
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Barry lead
UMaine past
Eagles, 63-54
by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
It was a night of firsts for the Univer-
sity of Maine.
For the first time, the UMaint mens'
basketball team swept Niagara
University.
For the first time, the Black Bears
defeated the Purple Eagles at Niagara,
64-53. --
The Black Bears can* on the court
and scored four quick points in the first
minute of the game. Patrick Jones
answered with seven points of his own
for the Eagles.
I. or the remainder of the first half, the
Lead seesawed between Maine and
Niagara. Despite eight Eagle turnovers,
the Black Beals could not get ahead in
Old. game—
At halftime, the score stood tied at
28-28.
When the teams took the court for the
second half, the game belonged to
Maine.
Dean Smith came out and scored a
quick basket for the Black Bears, which
was promptly answered by Dave Brown.
Maine, sparked by a Matt Rossignol
three-pointer, then took the lead and
never let it go.
Freshman Marty Higgins ran tireless
up and down the court for the Black
Bean, playing close to all 40 minutes of
game. FleastretTscramblod as
 _thinner for dr.billsproducine Mean
turnovers.
• Coco Barry and Rossignol con
tributed eight points apiece to the Black
Bean' effort in the second half.
Six of Rossitnol's point were from
two three-pointers. He had three for the
game. N\
Freethrows continue to be a big part
UMaloe's Curtis Robertso• tries a jump book over
a recent game at tnelPhrio Memorial
of Maine's offensive attaaAarthe last
minute of the game, the Black Bears'
benefited from Niagara's intentional
fouls. Maine scored 10 points from the
line. Smith and Barry hit two freethrows
apiece, while Higgins tossed in six.
Jones was the high scorer of the
game. The Bronx, N.Y. native had 26
Canines caillor Ras& IN
pointi ea the ni foe the Purple
Eagles.
For Maine, Barry had 15 points and
Rossignol had 13.
With this game, Rossignol is now tied
for first place for most games played in
a career. This was his 103rd game with
(see HOOP page 11)
Black Bears
splash past
Colby Mules
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The University of Maine women's
swim team had a little more trouble in
Waterville on Wednesday than it
expected.
After the first four events UMaine
was losing to Division III Colby College,
48-26. But the Black Bears came back
by winning the next five events and went
on to a 144-124 win to end the regular
season with a record of 8-3. Colby drop-
ped to 6-3.
"It was a little scary there for a
itmaine HeriA rnsieh Jeff
Wren said. _
Wren had moved SWVIIIIIIMWS around
to see what they could do in other events
before the New England Champion-
ships, and to make the meet
competitive.
"I'm happy_ to hove diem on the
schedule because it does give us the op-
portunity to switch some people
around," Wren said.
UMaine managed to qualify two more
swimmers for the New England
Championships.
Marcie d'Entremont qualified in the
100-yard freestyle in her second and
final attempt of the day. She swam the
first leg of the 400-yard freestyle relay
in 59.89, just .10 of a second below the
cut off.
She missed qualifying in her first at-
tempt of the day because she thought
there was a false Mari.
"She expected the field to be called
back so she slowed down," Wren
said.
Also UMaine's Jennifer Taylor
qualified for the championships in the
500-yard freestyle. She swam the event
in 5:41.36, her lifetime best.
Colby's Sally White had 3 good day,
(see SWIM page 10)
Bears, Huskies
meet in cnicial -- Magic and Larry
Seaboard, tilt
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
.With first place in the Seaboard Con-
ference on the line, the Unisersity of
women's basketball team will
__travel to Boston to face Northeastern --
University Saturday. 
-
The Huskies are the only team to
defeat UMaine in itanit.12 games and
stand at 6-2 in the conference, 10-11
ON erall.
The Black Bears tre 15-7 and 9-14
conference.
That loss to NU. 60-56 in overtime at
the Bangor Auditorium in. Ii..pfth=i
cd to be a springboard for UMaine„
which has not lost since but faces two
tough road games this week.
After the Saturday afternoon tangle
with the Huskies, UMaine will go back
to Boston Wednesday to face Boston
University, which is third in the con-
ference at 5-3.
(see SEABOARD page 12/
In sports, it is the norm to aware
the best players, coaches, and rookies
with trophies and publicity.
Orel Hersheiser, Jose Cariseco,
Wayne Gretzky, Mario Lemiuex,
Michael Jordan, Jerry Rice and
others have taken home hardware
showing of their dominance in a par-
ticular season or game, as the case
may be.
But I have been thinking about the
other end of the spectrum. You
know, the dregs of the sporting
society.
Everybody has their least favorite
player,;4yvhether, it be a pro athlete or
not.
Well, I have two gentlemen whom
I feel deserve special recognition, and
in the true spirit of sportsmanship,
suggest a clash of titans to find out
just who is the worst.
Worst what? Worst basketball
player of all time, that is. And we
have two prime candidates for this
they're not
Dan
Talic.4-uaL.ardLl 
prestigious award, and they both
reside on the--campus of the Univer-
sity of Maine at Orono.
Their names are Vincent Shea and
Shawn Wasson. Shea lives in York
• Hall, where I live, and Wasson has
recently moved to York Village and
is a friend of my roommate.
And just-what separates these fine
specimens of non-athleticism from
the rest of us?
Not only are they alike in their
ability (or lack of) on the court, Shea
and Wasson are of similar disposi-
tions off the playing surface.
Shea, who likes to go by Vinnie, is
from New Jersey and can't stand
basketball.
But when he joined me and a cou-
ple of friends for a little game of
three-on-three, I saw the worst exibi-
tion of basketball skills that I basic
even seen.
How many people would tnitke a
pass by crouching down and rolling
the ball backwards through their
legs? Not to mention his best defen-
sive move is a bear nug.
Vinnie's orfensive arsenal consists
of bombarding the backboard from
any range.
And I do mean bombard.
(see BUSTARD Page 10)
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Matchups
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
The University of Maine omen's track
team will face some stiff Competition
Sunday in the Eastern League Cham-
pionships while today the women's team
defends the MAIAW title it won a year
40. _
Head Coach Jim Ballinger said
Southern Connecticut State is the
favorite in the Easterns to win again but
a lack of participants is a factor.
"All of our provisionals got in,"
Ballinger said, "and the events aren't
full still. think there is a lot of sickness
going around southern New
England."
Provisional entries are athletes who
have not met the qualifying standards
but are used to round out the fields in
events short of competitors.
UMaine finished second last year and
have a chance to repeat that finish, ac-
cording to Ballinger.
"It is hard to tell, but on paper we
are key to
•
should he around third or fourth,"
Ballinger said. "But we don't find out
the seedings until we get there. We might
be able to finish second again."
Ballinger expects a tough meet as die
competition is strong.
"I would compare it (the Easterns) to
the MAC meet, except that there are
more teams."
New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts and Holy Cross will all
challenge for-places in the top five, Ball-
inger said.
Some of the better talent in the meet
will come in the form of freshman
sprinter Dave Bonner of Holy Cross,
who is one of the top sprinters in the
region.
Darrel Covell of [NH and Mike
Lewis of Southern Connecticut State.
two of the better middle distance run-
ners in New England, will meet in the
800 meters.
Mike Norman of liMaint will fax off
with Fred &Mon of UMms. is the 400
meters, Both would be seedatbehind
Mike tosneck of Central Connecticut
CUTTING THROUGH
THE RED TAPE:
WORKING WITH
BUREAUCRACY
  Tuesday, February 14
3:30 pm • 4:30 pm
Bangor Lounge, The Memorial Union
Presenters:
weekend track meets
State, but RUSIlei 1/4 will..ruir:the 500
meters instead.
The women's team will have to fend
off strong teams from Colby Colkse
and Bates College if the Black Bears are
to repeat as state champs.
-St. Joseph's and Southern Maine are
in the field, so the scoring will be six
places," Ballinger said. "That will be
interesting as we do not have the depth
this year."
UMaine won easily last year.
The jumping and running events from
the 400 meters down are UMaine
strengths., but Tina Meserve, the Black
Bears' strongett long distance runner.
has bronchitis and may not be able to
compete.
Edette Williams and Bates' Ann
Milham will square off as the two best
sprinters in the field, while Wendy
Deland of St. Joseph's aatAill
Volweiller of_ Colbs look _to_ be the
strongest distance runners-
But none of the reams are blamed with
depth, Ballinger said, leading him to see
the meet as a toss-up.
"The 400 meters looks strong for us
with Melissa Brancely. Brenda Sheehan
and Edette," Ballinger added.
•••
The track teams will journcs to the
south for spring break, spending a week
in North and South Carolina,
culminating in the Seahawk Invitational
on March 11.
Geu
of a score.
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goodbye with the best test prep
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Ballinger described the relay meet as
one of the bigger ones in the area, but
he did not know.whicitiadierietms will
also of in the field.
The Mterwill be held at theliniverIli-,
ty of North Carolina-Wilmington.
*Swim
 
(condoned from page 9)
winning the 200- and 500-yard freestyle
events.
White had a time of 2:00.44 in the 200
freestyle, .13 of a second ahead of
UMaine's Noreen Solakoff
UMaine's Nancy Connolly and Dana
Billington swam some of their best times
to finish out the regular season.
Connolly swam a season-best in the
100-yard-backstroke, winning the event
with a time of 1:05.80. Billington won
—the 100-yard freestyle with a season-best
time of 57.13.
UMaine's next meet is the New
England Championships at the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island, February 17-19.
*Bustard
 (continued from page 9)
Vinnie's shot is harthan—ITIV-*
Boggs line drive (or the media whiplish
surrounding his &allay with M119$4)-
honey). - _
. Wasson, or "the Goose", as he likes
to be called, has been scouted by my
roommate extensively and seems to
match up with Vinnie quite well.
The Goose has one unique ability.
Propping himself up on his toes, the
Goose can wave his arms in a circular
motion while moving his knees haelliind
forth and his hips front to back and side
to side at the same time.
anatomically interesting
rnanuever is called "The Dance. " but
it does not help him caLthe court.
-nti Goose has cause for celebration
when he hits the backboard, and his
spinning, 360-degree, running one-
hander is not the highest percentage shot
in the world.
I say we bring these two sporting
legends together for a loser-take-all, no-
holds-barred one-on-one extravagarua.
The winner can go home with his
pride intact, but the loser will have to
officially accept the title as "the World's
Worst Basketball Player-Z,
And may the best (cie is k worst?) man
win.
c• -
Dan Bustard is a junior journalism
major from Presque Isle who considers'
hinuelf a slouch on any basketball court
but takes Fitts that teati at least two
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Lowly Lowell enters
Alfortd for weekend
Bears still wounded; Guidotti to be missed
by Joi.Grant
Staff Writer
If there is a team in collegiate hockey
that has been able to look adversity
square in the eye, it has to be the Univer-
sity of Maine.
The Black Bears have lost a number
of forwards this season to injury: Mario
Thyer (leg), Todd Jenkins (ankle), and
Stese Tepper (shoulder).
Now UMaine, which faces the
l'niversity of Lowell tonight and Satur-
day night at 7 p.m., will also be without
defenseman Vince Guidotti.
The senior from Veazie, who has
played every game this season, suffered
a shoulder injury last Saturday against
the University of Nev. Hampshire in the
final minute of the game.
Coach Shawn Walsh said the loss of
("widow. (5 goals and 20 assists, 25
pourits) will he a deirirnmit but his squad
vs ill respond.
Walsh said the "loss is really going to
hurt us but this is a team that has been
able to Stitt it 1Wrin the face." --171,1vtaine split against last weekend. He
He alsOadded that other dtfensemen has a record of 11-3, a 2.92 goals against
ill have to fill the void left by Guidot- average and a .892 save percentage.
u. "This makes the contributions of DelGuidice, GAA, .894
(Kai -FiViarite. (Campbell) Blair and----samt-pereents.)-has-not seen action
frialiy} LIM- vital." since being injured on Jan. 20 against
Lewd is currentlyla last place in the University of Alabama-Huntsville.
Hockey East- with a 347-1 record but Scott Pellerin (23-28-51) is the leading
the. Chiefs have had numerous im- UMaine scorer and is followed closely
prelusive outings at of late. by David Capuano (29-19-48).
They have recently defeated St.
Lawrence and Clarkson of the ECAC
and tied Hockey East-leading Boston
College last Saturday.
UMaine thrashed Lowell 9-2 on Jan.
- 17 but Walsh says there is now a dn.--
Terence in the Chiefs.
"They are obviously a better team
than when  we played than," Walsh
mad.
Iii these key league games, Walsh also
*Hoop
• • •
said emotion will be a factor.
"We have to play with all-out inten-
sity. "
Lowell is coached by Bill Riley, who
is in his 20th season and was named the
1987 Hockey East Coach of the Year.
He said a total team effort will be a must
this weekend.
"We need to play good positional
hockey and a couple of our scorers have
to get hot," Riley said.
The Chiefs have been led Offensively
by sophmore Scott MacPherson
(17-15-32) and junior center Craig Char-
ron (14-17-31).
Peter Sentner (6-18-24) has been solid
on the blue line while goalie Mark
Richards (I-10-1) has seen much of the
recent time in the Chiefs net.
The Black Bears will have the services
of their top two goaltenders, Scott King
and Matt DelGuidice who were both in-
jured. The last ••••-r: th; to 14.c.r-st both
dressed for a home game was on Jan.
3 against the University of Denver.
King returned to the. net for the
The Black Bears Vince Gana* thaws here bottling a Michigan State player, will
be out of the lineup for The senior defeatism= separated his shoulderUMaine has Capuano as a Hobey gear the aid of last Sallaillare pale at the Univesdly of Nair Hampshire.Baker Award candidate while
Pellet-In and defenseman Bob Beers
(7-21-28) are AU-America candidates.
Pellerin will attempt to tie and break
the UMaine school for scoring in con-
secutive games. He is now at 18 and the
present record is 19 held by Joe C'respi.
• _..
 
(continued from pagelF
the Black Bears. He now shares this
record with Rufus Harris (1976-80), Jeff
Topliff (1981-85) and Jim Boyien
(1983-87).
If Rossignors chancy horse does not
affect his playing this weekend, he will
set the record when he takes the court
1
,
on Saturday.
,,Maine's overall record stands at 812
and 6-5 in the North Atlantic Con-
ference. Niagara is now 4-8 in the MAC.
Maine wilt--phity-ita next game on
Saturday afternoon at 2:30 p.m. at
Canisius College.
44?-÷"wwiz-4,4,'"aiie").4uesiis"a4 6-4,4erwes
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Lakers Magic to miss All-Star Game
INGLEWOOD, Calif, jAP)-11 was
vintage Magic Johnson, a weaving drive
through traffic resulting in a layup and
two points for the Los Angleies Lakers.
A work of art, until Johnson touch-
ed trowit and landed with a torn
- haitistring. .
Johnson gave a painful grimace and
grabbed his left leg after the play, which
occurred with 1:57 remaining in the
third quarter of a 121-118 loss to Golden
State. Wednesday night.  
Johnson's injury was dWietie4 as a
partial tear of the left hamstring. Team
physician Dr. Robert Kerlan estimated
that Johnson will be sidelined for seven
to 10 days.
"He will be receiving treatment and
will he re-evaluated next Monday."
Lani Quon, a public relations secretary
for the Lakers said Thursday.
By Monday, the NBA All-Star Game
will have been played. And the 6-foot-9
Johnson, a seven-time All-star, vnill have
missed it.
"I think it happened when I planted
4 _A. 
41A,
-
*Seaboard 
to take off," said Johnson, who had Johnson, 29, was the leading vote-
28 points, eight rebounds and 12 assists getter in the Western Conference of the
before leaving the game. "When I tried fans for Sunday's game at Houston.
to run back downcourt it started getting Ironically, the Lakers lost Johnson
painful." - , • . just as they were getting starting guard
"Missing the All Star Ginieli a big -ByfOn 'Scott Wk. Playing 27 minutes,
disappointment, not just the game -- --ScOrtd-1-3 points in his first game
all the festivities that surround it." after he missed six contests because of
a urological disorder.
"1 feel fine, physically," said Scott,
obviously disturbed by the injury to his
teammate. "He means a lot to this team
iti-a lot of ways. He plays a lot of posi-
tions and he's an inspiration on the
- floor.'
Northeastern in tied for second with
_ the University of New Hampshire.
- If the Black Bears can win tomorrow
and Wednesday, the final two home
games in conference al taunt with Cen-
tral Connecticut State and UNH could
lead to the first Seaboard Conference
regular season title ever. And last.
After this year, UMaine will enter the
North Atlantic Conference.
•••
Kris Kinney oltUNH leading the con-
ference in woe*, reached a milestone
in her career this week.
1 he senior center scored her 2.000th
point and shared Seaboard Conference
Player of the Week with UMaine's
Rhci Clouchaid, who is nearing her
1,000th-career point.
Bouchard needs 31 points to reach the
1,000-point level and has a chance of
outscoring former UMainc great Liz
Coffin in her first two years.
Coffin scored 1,043 points, and
Bouchard, averaging 21.6 points. per
(continued from page 9)
•4-44•41.4- - AT; 
on pate 10-icore-teri.
•••
The conference Rookie of the Week
award went to Keisha Carmichael of
Central C-- -reitrut State. .
Carmichael averaged 15.3 pokiktanct-
8.7 rebounds in three games.
UMaine's freshman guard Carrie
Goodhue, after setting a single-game
high for three-point field goals against
UNH with three, has also set a season
record as well with 13, formerly held by
Debbie Deft.
•
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 1
•-•=-4` .1%
YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER,
4
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll learn
what it takes to succeed - in college and in life
Youll build sell-confidence and develop your
leadership potential. Plus you can also qualify
to earn an Army Officer's cortmussigit litftrt
you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge.- k Ira* be
just what you need to reach the top.
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TARE.
futI what's  in bryou. You?!  be AMAZED! Call Lieutenant
Greg Burchin at 581-1126 or stop by Room 114 irriW'rteld House.
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